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The conventialities of portrait painting are only tolerable in one who is a
good painter — if he is only a good portrait painter he is nobody. Try to
become a painterfirst and then apply your knowledge to a special branch
— but do not begin by learning what is required for a special branch, or
you will become a mannerist.

John Singer Sargent

The mistake we popstars fall into is stating the obvious. “War is bad. Star-
vation is bad. Don’t chop down therain forest.” It’s boring.It’s much better
to hide it, to fold the meaning into some sort of metaphor or maze, if you

like, and for the listener to have ajourneyto find it.

Sting

In recent papers, Christina and Bjork (1991) and Schmidt and Bjork

(1992) have arguedthat training programsare often muchless ef-

fective than they could be. A central part of the argumentis that

individuals responsible for training are often misled as to whatare,

and are not, effective conditions of practice. Conditions that enhance

performance during training are assumed, implicitly or explicitly, to

be the conditions of choice with respect to enhancing the goal of

training: namely, long-term posttraining performance. That assump-

tion, however,is frequently questionable and sometimes dramatically

. wrong. Manipulationsthat speed the rate of acquisition during train-

ing can fail to support long-term posttraining performance, while

other manipulations that appear to introduce difficulties for the

learner during training can enhance posttraining performance.
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The goal of the present chapter is to examine two other contrib-

utors to nonoptimal training: (1) the learner’s own misreadingofhis

or her progress and currentstate of knowledge during training, and

(2) nonoptimalrelationships between the conditions of training and

the conditions that can be expected to prevail in the posttraining

real-world environment.

Memory Considerations

The Goals of Training

The principal goals of a typical training program are to produce

optimal transfer of that training to an anticipated posttraining envi-

ronment of some kind. With rare exceptions, then, the goals of

training are long-term goals. We would like the knowledge andskills

acquired during training to be durable, not only in the sense of

surviving from the end of training to a later time when that knowl-

edgeorskill is demandedin real-world setting, but also in the sense

of surviving periods of disuse in the posttraining environmentitself.

An equally important long-term goal of training is to produce a

mental representation of the knowledge or skill in question that

allows for flexible access to that knowledge or skill. We would like

the learner to be able to generalize appropriately, that is, to be able

to draw on what was learned during training in order to perform

adequately in real-world conditions that differ from the conditions

of training. Verifying that some individual has ready accessto critical

skills and knowledge in somestandardsituation does not, unfortu-

nately, ensure that individual will perform adequately in a different

situation, or on altered versions of the task in question. Even super-

ficial changes can disrupt performance-markedly. Perceived similar-

ity, or the lack thereof, of new tasks to old tasks is a critical factor in

the transfer of training (see, e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980). To the

extent feasible, a training program should provide a learned repre-

sentation that permits the learner to recognize when the knowledge

andskills acquired duringtraining are and are not applicable to new

problems. _

Stated in terms of human memory, then, we wouldlike a training

program not only to producea stored representation of the targeted  
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knowledge in long-term memory,butalso to yield a representation
that remains accessible (recallable) as time passes and contextual
cues change. In general,it is explicit or conceptually driven process-
ing of informationthat we wantto optimize, not implicit or stimulus-
driven processing (for discussionsof the distinction, see Richardson-
Klavehn & Bjork, 1988; Roediger & Blaxton, 1987; Roediger &
McDermott, 1993; Schacter, 1987; Shimamura, 1986), and we want
to optimize theability to access knowledge and skills, not the ability
tojudge whether knowledgeorskills produced by someoneelse seem
appropriate to the situation. Such distinctions are discussed further
in the metamemory section ofthis chapter.

Relevant Peculiarities of the Humanas a Memory Device

Toward achieving the goals of training, it is important to remind
ourselves of some of the ways that humansdiffer from man-made
recording devices. We do not, for example, store information in our
long-term memories by making any kind ofliteral recording of that
information, but, rather, by relating that new information to what we
already know— thatis, to the information that already exists in our
memories. The process is fundamentally semantic in nature; we store
informationin termsofits meaningto us, defined by its associations
and relationshipsto otherinformation in our memories. Forall prac-
tical purposes, our capacity for such storage is essentially unlimited
— storing information, rather than using up memory capacity, ap-
pears to create opportunities for additional storage. It also appears
that once new information is successfully mapped on to existing
knowledge in long-term memory,it remainsstored,if not necessarily
accessible, for an indefinitely long period oftime.
The process of accessing stored informationgiven certain cuesalso

does not correspond to the “playback” of a typical recording device.
Theretrieval of stored informationis a fallible, probabilistic process
that is more inferential and reconstructive than literal. Information
thatis readily accessible at one pointin time, or in a given situation,
may be impossible to recall at another point in time, or in another
situation. The information in our long-term memoriesthatis, and is
not, accessible at a given pointin time is heavily dependent on the
cues available to us, not only on cues that explicitly guide the search
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for the information in question, but also on environmental, inter-

personal, mood-state, and body-state cues.

A final relevant peculiarity of human memory is that the act of

retrieving information isitself a potent learning event. Rather than

being left in the samestate it was in prior to being recalled, the

retrieved information becomes morerecallable in the future than it

would have been without having been accessed. In that sense, the act

of retrieval is a “memory modifier” (Bjork, 1975). As a learning event,

in fact, it appears that a successfulretrieval can be considerably more
potent than an additional study opportunity, particularly in terms of
facilitating long-term recall (see, e.g., Gates, 1917, Hogan & Kintsch,

1971; Landauer & Bjork, 1978). Though notas relevantto the con-
cerns of this chapter, there is also evidence that such positive effects

of priorrecall on the later recall of the retrieved items can be accom-

panied by impaired retrieval of competing information, thatis, of

otheritems associated to the same cueorset of cues as the retrieved

items (for discussions of such retrieval dynamics, see Anderson &

Bjork, 1993; Bjork & Bjork, 1992).
In a very general way, then, creating durable and flexible access to

critical information in memory is partly a matter of achieving a cer-

tain type of encoding of that information, and partly a matter of
practicing the retrieval process. On the encodingside, we wouldlike

the learner to achieve, for lack of a better word, an understanding of

the knowledge in question, defined as an encoding thatis part of a

broader frameworkof interrelated concepts and ideas. Critical infor-
mation needs to be multiply encoded, not boundto single sets of

semantic or situational cues. On the retrieval side, practicing the

actual production of the knowledge and procedures that are the

target of training is essential: One chance to actually put on,fasten,

and inflate an inflatable life vest, for example, would be of more

value — in termsof the likelihood that one could actually perform

that procedure correctly in an emergency — than the multitude of

times any frequentflier has sat on an airplane and been shown the

process by a steward or stewardess. Similar to the argumentfor mul-

tiple encoding, it is also desirable to induce successful access to

knowledge and proceduresin a variety of situationsthatdiffer in the

cues they do and do notprovide.
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The Needto Introduce Difficulties for the Learner

Whatspecific manipulations of training, then,are best able to foster
the long-term goals of training, whetherstated in terms of measures
of posttraining performanceorin terms of underlying memory rep-
resentations? Attemptingto answer that question in any detail would
involve prescribing a mixture of desirable manipulations, and there
would clearly be some disagreement among researchers as to what
set of manipulations constitute the optimal mixture. Any such pre-
scription would also need to betailored tothe specifics of a given
training mission. Whatever the exact mixture of manipulations that
might turn outto be optimal, however, one general characteristic of
that mixture seemsclear: It would introduce many moredifficulties
and challenges for the learner than are presentin typical training
routines. Recentsurveysofthe relevantresearch literatures (see, e.g.,
Christina & Bjork, 1991; Farr, 1987; Reder & Klatzky, 1993; Schmidt
& Bjork, 1992) leave no doubt that many of the most effective ma-
nipulations of training —in terms of post-training retention and
transfer — share the property that they introduce difficulties for the
learner. Someofthe clearest examples of such manipulationsare the
following.

Varying the Conditions ofPractice
It has now been demonstrated in a variety of ways, and with

a

variety
of motor, verbal, and problem-solving tasks, that introducing varia-
tion and/or unpredictability in the training environmentcausesdif-
ficulty for the learner but enhances long-term performance —
particularly the ability to transfer training to novel but related task
environments. Whereseveral differing motor-movementtasks are to
be learned, for example, scheduling the practice trials on those tasks
in random fashion,rather than blockingthetrials by task type, has
been shown to impair performance during training but enhance
long-term performance (Shea & Morgan, 1979; Hall, Domingues, &
Cavazos, 1992). Analogousresults have been obtained with problem-
solving tasks (e.g., Reder, Charney, & Morgan, 1986). Similarly, vary-
ing the parametersofa to-be-learned task — by, for example, varying
the speed or distance of a target— impairs performance during
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training but enhancesposttraining performance (e.g., Catalano &

Kleiner, 1984; Kerr & Booth, 1978). And theeffects of increasing the

variety, types, or range of exercises or problems(e.g., Carson &

Wiegand, 1979; Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Homa & Cultice, 1984) tend

to exhibit the same general pattern. Even varying the incidental

environmental context in which learning sessions are situated has

been shown to enhance long-term retention (Smith, Glenberg, &

Bjork, 1978; Smith & Rothkopf, 1984).

Providing Contextual Interference

Such ways of making the task environment more variable or unpre-

dictable can be considered oneset of a broader category of manip-

ulations that produce “contextual interference” (Battig, 1979). Other

examples of contextual interference include designing or interleav-

ing materials to be learned in a waythatcreates, at least temporarily,

interference for the learner (e.g., Mannes & Kintsch, 1987), and

adding to the task demands(e.g., Battig, 1956; Langley & Zelaznik,

1984). In Mannesand Kintsch’s experiment, for example, subjects

had to learn the content of a technical article (on industrial uses of

microbes) after having first studied an outline that was either consis-

tent with the organization of the article or inconsistent with that

organization (but provided the same information in either case).

The inconsistent condition impaired subjects’ verbatim recall and

recognition ofthe article’s content (comparedto the consistent con-

dition), but facilitated performanceontests that required subjects to

infer answers or solve problemsbased on their general understand-

ing ofthe article’s content.

Distributing Practice on a Given Task

In general, comparedto distributing practice sessions on a given task

over time, massing practice or study sessions on to-be-learned pro-

cedures or information producesbetter short-term performance or

recall of that procedure or information, but markedly inferior long-

term performanceorrecall. The long-term advantagesofdistributing

practice sessions over time have been demonstrated repeatedly for

more than a century, tracing back over the entire history of con-

trolled research on human memory (for modern reviews, see Demp-  
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ster, 1990; Glenberg, 1992; Lee & Genovese, 1988). The differing
short-term and long-term consequencesofdistributing practice ses-
sionsare nicelyillustrated by the results of an experiment by Bahrick
(1979). The subjects’ basic task was to learn the Spanish translations
of a list of 50 English words. During each ofseveral training sessions
on thelist, an alternatingseriesofstudy andtesttrials were presented
until a given subject had responded correctly in Spanish to every
English word onthe list (once a given Spanish word was given cor-
rectly that English-Spanish word pairing was dropped outofthe next
studytrial). Successive training sessions were separated by 0, 1, or 30
days, and at the start of every training session after the first subjects
were tested on their memory for all 50 words. Lookingatthose tests
alone, performancewas clearly poorest with the 30-day separation,
was better with the 1-day separation, and better yet when the several
trainingsessionswereall on a single day (the 0-day separation). On
a test of long-term retention, however, administered 30 days after
the last training session, the levels of recall were dramatically re-
versed, with the 30-day spacing oftraining sessions yielding clearly
superior recall (72% after three training sessions, versus 33% and
64% in the 0-day and 1-day conditions, respectively).

Reducing Feedback to the Learner

Until recently, a commongeneralization about motorskills was that
providing external feedback to the learnerfacilitates the acquisition
ofskills, and that any meansof improving such augmented feedback
— by, for example, making it more immediate, more frequent, or
more accurate — helps learning and performance. Recently, how-
ever, Richard Schmidtandhis collaborators(see, e.g., Schmidt, 1991;
Schmidt, Young, Swinnen, & Shapiro, 1989; Winstein & Schmidt,
1990) have found that — as in thecase of the other manipulations
summarized in this section — reducing the frequency of feedback
makeslife more difficult for the learner during training, but can
enhance posttraining performance. They have demonstrated that
providing summary feedback to subjects (after every 5 or 15 trials,
for example), or “fading” the frequency of feedback over trials,
impedes acquisition of simple motorskills but enhances long-term
retention ofthoseskills.
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Using Tests as Learning Events

Such effects of reducing the frequency offeedback during the learn- .

ing of motorskills are broadly consistent with a large verbal-memory

literature on tests as learning events. As mentionedearlier, there is

abundant evidence that the act of retrieval induced by a recall test

can be considerably more potent than a study opportunity in facili-

tatingfuture recall. Prior testing also appearsto increase the learning

that takes place on subsequentstudytrials (e.g., Izawa, 1970). Once

again, however, using tests rather than studytrials as learning events,

or increasing the difficulty of such tests, may appear to be counter-

productive during training. Hogan and Kintsch (1971), for example,

found that study trials produced better recall at the end of an ex-

perimental session than did test trials, but that test trials produced

better recall after a 48-hour delay. And Landauer and Bjork (1978;
see also Rea & Modigliani, 1985) found that “expanding retrieval

practice,” in which successive recall tests are made progressively more

difficult by increasing the time and intervening events prior to each

next test of sometarget information,facilitates long-term recall sub-

stantially— compared to the same numberoftests administered at

constant (and easier) delays.

It is not the mission of the present chapterto put forth any detailed

conjectures as to why each of the foregoing manipulations induces

desirable encoding and/orretrieval operations. In a general way, it

seemssafeto say that in respondingto the difficulties and challenges

induced by such manipulationsthe learneris forced into more elab-

orate encoding processes and more substantial and varied retrieval

processes. As Battig (1979) argued with respect to contextual inter-

ference, and Schmidt and Bjork (1992) have argued more broadly,
such manipulationsare likely to induce more “transfer appropriate

processing” (Bransford, Franks, Morris, & Stein, 1979; Morris, Brans-

ford, & Franks, 1977), that is, processing that will transfer to the

posttraining environment. For present purposes, however, the cen-

tral point is that the research picture is unambiguous: A variety of

manipulations that impede performance during training facilitate

performance on the Jong term.
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Misperceptions of the Trainer

If the research picture is so clear, why then are massed practice,

excessive feedback, fixed conditionsof training, and limited oppor-

tunities for retrieval practice — among other nonproductive manip-

ulations — such commonfeatures of real-world training programs?

It is tempting to argue that there should be more venuesforinter-

action, and vehicles of communication, between researchers and

practitioners, and that might be true. More important than any un-

derexposure to relevant research findings, however, is the fact that

the typical trainer is overexposed, so to speak, to the day-to-day

performance and evaluative reactionsof his or hertrainees. A trainer,

in effect, is vulnerable to a type of operant conditioning, where the

reinforcing events are improvements in the performance and/or

happiness of trainees. Such a conditioning process, over time, can

act to shift the trainer toward manipulationsthat increase the rate of
correct responding — that make the trainee’slife easier, so to speak.

Doing that, of course, will move the trainer away from introducing

the types of desirable difficulties summarized in the preceding

section.
The tendency for instructors to be pushed toward training pro-

gramsthat maximize the performanceorevaluative reaction of their

trainees during is exacerbated by certain institutional characteristics

that are commonin real-world organizations. First, those responsible

for training are often themselves evaluated in terms of the perfor-

manceand satisfaction of their trainees during training, or at the

end oftraining. Second,individuals with the day-to-day responsibility

for training often do not get a chance to observe the posttraining

performance of the people they have trained; a trainee’s later suc-
cesses andfailures tend to occurin settings that are far removed from

the original training environment, and from the trainer himself or

herself. It is also rarely the case that systematic measurements of post-

training on-the-job performance are even collected, let alone pro-

vided to a trainer as a guide to what manipulations do and do not

achieve the posttraining goals of training. And, finally, where re-

fresher or retraining programsexist, they are typically the concern

of individuals other than those responsible for the original training.
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Metamemory Considerations

A second consideration in the training of human beings, arguably as

importantas the actual learning producedby a training program, is

the extent to which traineesgain a valid assessmentof their own state

of learning or competence. Individuals who haveillusions of com-

prehension or competence pose a greater hazard to themselves and

others than do individuals who correctly assess that they lack some

requisite informationor skill. The reading we take of our ownstate

of knowledge determines whether we seek further study or practice,

whether we volunteer for certain jobs, whether we instill confidence

in others, and so forth. In general, then, as argued byJacoby, Bjork,

and Kelley (1993), it is as important to educate subjective experience

as it is to educate objective experience.

As it turnsout,it is notjust those individuals responsible for train-

ing whoare susceptible to being fooled by the level of performance

of trainees duringtraining. Recent research suggests that the learner

himself or herself is susceptible to the same type ofinferential error.

Rapid progress in the form of improved performance is reassuring

to the learner, even though little learning may be taking place,

whereas struggling and making errors are distressing, even though

substantial learning may be taking place. Such a misreadingof one’s

progress, together with the other types of misassessments discussed

below, can lead trainees to prefer less effective training over more

effective training. Baddeley and Longman (1978), for example,

found that British postal workers who were taught a keyboard skill

under massed-practice (andless efficient) conditions actually were

moresatisfied with their training than were workers taught under

spaced-practice (and moreefficient) conditions.

Relevant Peculiarities of the Human as a Memory Device

At the root of such problemsis our misunderstanding of the com-

plexities of our own memories. Human memory is multidimensional

and multifaceted in ways that we apparently do not cometo realize

on the basis of the trials and errors of everyday experience alone.

Weseem to persist in holding to a kind of implicit assumption that

what we can and cannotrecall or recognize is governed by memory  
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traces that vary on a unidimensional strength continuum — thatpast

experiencesof differing duration and intensity leave impressions or

traces in the brain thatare like footprints of differing depths in the

sand. Andsuchtracesorfootprints are subject to blurring overtime,

becoming harder to read as a function of retention interval and

intervening events.

From a research standpoint, any such unidimensional idea,if ever

plausible, is now preposterous. During the last decade particularly,

the research of behavioral scientists, neuroscientists, and clinicians,

employing subject populations ranging from animals and children

to amnesic patients and normal adults has yielded a picture of human

memory that is remarkably multifaceted. In response to an array of

evidence of various types that implicate differing processes and types

of memories, researchers have proposed a bewildering assortmentof

overlapping and nonoverlapping distinctions: short-term versus

long-term memory, semantic versus episodic knowledge, declarative

versus procedural knowledge, stimulus-driven versus conceptually

driven knowledge, explicit versus implicit memories, controlled ver-

sus automatic processing, and memory as a tool versus memory as an

object, to namea few.

Whateverthe resolution of the current terminological turmoil, the

importantpoint for present purposesis that one subjective or objec-

tive measure of the “strength” of a memory representation may not
correlate with the “strength” of a different subjective or objective

measure. The researchliterature is now replete, for example, with a

variety of dramatic interactions of encoding condition and test con-

dition on performance. Encoding conditions or processesthatyield

good short-term performance can fail to support long-term perfor-

manceas stressed above. Encoding conditions/processesthatfacili-

tate later recognition may not supportlater recall, and vice versa.

Andinitial conditions of exposure that do and do not prime perfor-

mance on indirect measures of performance, such as perceptual

identification or word-fragment completion, can differ markedly

from the conditionsthatfacilitate performance on direct measures,

such as recall and recognition (for some striking examples, see Roe-

diger & Blaxton, 1987; for a review, see Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork,

1988).
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Misperceptions of the Learner: Using One Index

to Predict Another

Failing to understand the multifaceted nature of human memory

opensthe learnerto a variety of misassessments of his or herstate of
knowledge during training. As mentioned already, the learner may

be fooled by his or her own successes during training. Manipulations

such as blocking practice by subtask, providing continuous feedback

duringtraining, and fixing the conditionsofpractice act like crutches

that artificially support performance during training. When those

crutches are absent in the posttraining environment, performance
collapses. The learner, however, will typically lack the perspective

and experience to realize that he or she has not yet achieved the

level of learning demandedby the posttraining environment. Con-

versely, the errors and confusion caused during training by spaced

practice, infrequent feedback, andvariations in the task or task en-

vironment can lead trainees to underestimate their own state of

learning and comprehension.

At a somewhatoversimplified level of analysis, such misassessments

arise as a function of trainees observing their own objective perfor-

mance during training. They then assume, implicitly or explicitly,

that successes predict future successes and failures predict future

failures. In effect, the learner relies too heavily on an unreliable

index — the currentease of access to a correct answer or procedure

— as a measure of the extent to which learning in a broader sense

has been achieved.

As an overall generalization from all of our past experiences, of
course, ease of retrieving some procedure or information does pro-

vide a measure of how well that procedure or informationis regis-

tered in memory. The problem is that there are multiple

determinants of speed or ease of retrieval, only some of which are

commensurate with degree of learning. The type of training

“crutches” mentioned above increases the speed and probability of

retrieval via such mechanismsas constraining the possible responses,

multiplying retrieval cues, and tapping short-term memory — thatis,

processes different from those that might truly build the long-term

representation of some procedure or knowledge. Apparently, how-

ever, we lack the type of understanding of our own memories that    
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would permit us to distinguish between the different sources ofre-

trieval speed or probability.

A recent experimentby Kelley and Lindsay (1993) serves as a good

illustration ofthat point. Using a general knowledge test, Kelley and

Lindsay found,notsurprisingly, that subject’s confidence in the cor-

rectness of a given answerincreased as a function of how rapidly that

answer was given. They also found that having subjects read list of

answers prior to being given the general knowledge test increased

the speed with which those answers were given, and the subjects’

confidence in those answers — whetherthose answers were right or

wrong. Thatis, if a closely related but incorrect answer(e.g., Hick-

ock) to a given question (What was Buffalo Bill’s last name?) had

been readearlier, subjects gained an illusion of knowing: Such stud-

ied incorrect answers were not only given more frequently, they were
given more confidently.

Speed or ease of retrieval access is only one type of index or

measure thatis subject to misinterpretation. A wealth of recent ex-

perimental evidence from several research paradigms suggests that

the sense of familiarity or fluency during the encoding ofretrieval

cuescan also bea sourceofillusions of knowing or comprehending.

Reder(1987, 1988), for example, found that she could alter subjects’

feeling-of-knowing judgments simply by making certain words in a

general-information question more familiar. When key words in a

question (such as “golf ” and “par” in the question, “Whatis the term

in golf for scoring one under par”?) were prefamiliarized by virtue

of having appeared on an earlier experimental task, subjects were

then morelikely to judge the question as answerable.

Schwartz and Metcalfe (1992) and Reder and Ritter (1992) have

demonstrated: that not only is cue familiarity a factor in subjects’

feeling-ofknowing judgments, it may be a more important factor
than target familiarity. Schwartz and Metcalfe had subjects study a
list of unrelated cue-target word pairs (such as OAK TURTLE) and

then later tested subjects’ cued recall of the target words. When

subjects were unable to recall a given target (such as “TURTLE”) in

response to its cue (“OAK”), they were asked to give a feeling of

knowingjudgment, which took the form ofrating their likelihood of

being able to later recognize the correct target from amongseveral

alternatives. With certain types of general-information questions such
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judgments can be quite accurate (e.g., Hart, 1967a), though subjects

tend to be overconfident (for a review see Nelson & Narens, 1990),

and one theory is that it is recall of partial information — a first

letter, for example, or whether the word is short or long — thatis

the basis for suchjudgments. Schwartz and Metcalfe found, however,

that prefamiliarizing cue words increased subjects’ feeling-of-know-
ing judgments withoutincreasing the likelihood of recall of the tar-
gets associated with those cues, or having an effect on the accuracy

of suchjudgments, whereas prefamiliarizing the target words had no

effect on subjects’ feeling of knowing. Consistent with that pattern,

Reder and Ritter (1992) found that subjects’ speeded judgments of

whether they knew the answerto a given arithmetic problem (such

as 13 times 27) was moreheavily influenced by the frequency of prior

exposures to the terms of the problem than by the actual degree of

learning (as indexed by the frequency of prior exposuresto the intact

problem itself).

In terms of their real-world implications, a possible concern about

the foregoing results is that the experimental tasks employed may be

too artificial-and/or simple to be comparedto the typesoftasks that

are the typical objects of training. However, an impressive series of

experiments by Arthur Glenberg, William Epstein, and their collab-

orators (Epstein, Glenberg, & Bradley, 1984; Glenberg & Epstein,
1985, 1987; Glenberg, Sanocki, Epstein, 8 Morris, 1987; Glenberg,

Wilkinson, & Epstein, 1982) does much to allay that concern. The
basic paradigm involves having subjects read expository text covering

relatively technical content and then rate their comprehension of

that material — in termsofthe likelihood thattheywill later be able
to answer questions on that material. In general, the subjects were

poorly calibrated: The correlations of their judged comprehension

andtheir later actual ability to answer correctly were surprisingly low.

Consistent with the work of Reder (1987, 1988; Reder & Ritter, 1992)

and Schwartz and Metcalfe (1992; see also Metcalfe, Schwartz, &

Joaquim, 1993), subjects appear to be vulnerable toillusions of com-

prehension based on the general familiarity of the domain in ques-

tion. Glenberg and Epstein (1987), for example, found that subjects’
judgments were apparently more influencedby their self-classifica-

tion of their own level of expertise than by their actual comprehen-

sion of the specific content of a text passage. Within a given domain,  
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such as physics or music, level of expertise was actually inversely

related to the calibration of comprehension! With a different para-

digm, Costermans, Lories, and Ansay (1992) also obtained results
consistent with the idea that subjects use one index, their general

familiarity with a knowledge domain, to predict another, the degree

to which the answerto a specific question exists in their memories.

A final importantpoint,closely related to misreading the meaning

of subjective familiarity, is that the learner is subject to hindsight

biases (Fischhoff, 1975). Once an answeris providedora solutionis

demonstrated, we appear unable to correctly assess the likelihood

that we could have provided that answer or solved that problem

ourselves. More specifically, we are subject to an “I knew itall along”

effect. Given the nature of real-world instruction and training, the

implicationsof the hindsighteffect are profound.In a variety ofways

we are putin the position ofjudging ourlevel ofcomprehension on

the basis of an exposureto the information or problem-solving pro-
cedure in question. As a student, for example, we make judgments
of what we know and do not know (and, hence, how we should

allocate our study time) based on reading a text or listening to an

instructor. Such judgments, however, contaminated as they are by

familiarity effects, hindsight biases, and other factors — such as the

ease of following a “well polished” lecture — are a poor basis for

judging one’s ability to produce an answerorsolve a problem.

The Needto Introduce Difficulties for the Learner

One implication of such misperceptions of the learner is that the

conditions of training should provide meaningful rather than mis-

leading subjective experiences. In designing training programs we

are at risk of denying trainees the opportunity for certain types of

feedback that are essential to their achieving a valid assessment of

their currentstate of knowledge.

Wecan, in effect, inadvertently ruin the learner’s subjective ex-

perience. Experiments by Jacoby and Kelley (1987) and Dunlosky

and Nelson (1992; see also Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991) illustrate that

point. Jacoby and Kelley presented a numberofanagramsto subjects

and askedthe subjects to rate the difficulty of each anagram in terms

of the likelihood that other people could solveit. In one condition,
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subjects had to first solve the anagram (e.g., FSCAR ?????), and in

another condition the anagram was presented together with its so-

lution (FSCAR SCARF). Subjects ratings in the former condition,

presumably basedlargely or entirely on their own subjective solution

experience, were considerably more accurate than subjects’ ratings

in the latter condition. Being given the solution to a given anagram

apparently ruined a subject’s opportunity to experience the solution

process, which then forced them to use someless-predictive “theory”

of what makes anagrams moreorless difficult to solve.

Dunlosky and Nelson (1992) had subjects study a series of unre-

lated cue-target word pairs (e.g., WEED JURY). Interleaved among

the study trials were judgments-oflearning ( JOL) trials on which

subjects were to judge their degree of learning of a particular pair

presented earlier. SuchJOLtrials were immediate or delayed in terms

of when they followed the studytrial of the pair to be judged, and

they consisted of the cue alone (WEED ????) or the intact cue target

pair (WEED JURY). Subjects were asked to predict the likelihood

they would be able, 10 minuteslater, to recall the target when given

the cue. Such predictions were unreliable for either type ofJOLtrial

administered immediately, were not much better on delayed cue-

targetJOLtrials, and were very good on delayed cue-aloneJOLtrials.

Oneinterpretation is that it is only on the delayed cue-alonetrials

that subjects get any kind of valid subjective experience as to their

state of learning of a given pair (for an expansion of that argument,

see Spellman & Bjork, 1992). On the immediate cue-alone JOLtrials

subjects can interpret ease of access from short-term memory as

evidence of learning; on cue-target JOL trials, either immediate or

delayed, subjects are vulnerable to the effects of familiarity and hind-

sight discussed in the precedingsection.

In general, then, a major goal of training should be to inform the

learner’s own subjective experience. People need to experience the

type of testing to which they will later be subjected (see Glenberg &

Epstein, 1987), and, to the extent possible, questions embedded in
training need to be phrased such that the processes tapped in an-

swering those questions are the same processes that support long-

term retention (see Begg, Duft, Lalonde, Melnick, & Sanvito, 1989).

Stated more broadly, the conditions of training need to be con-
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structed to reveal to the subject what knowledge and proceduresare,

and are not, truly accessible under the types of conditions that can
be expected to prevail in the posttraining environment. Someofthe
best ways to achieve that goal involve makinglife seem moredifficult

for the learner. Manipulationssuchas varying the conditionsoftrain-

ing, inducing contextual interference, distributing practice, reducing

the frequency of augmented feedback, and using tests as learning

events share the property thatthey act to better educate the learner's

subjective experience.

It may be necessary, however, to educate the learner in another

respect as well. For people to be receptive to the types of manipula-

tions of training suggested herein, institutional and individualatti-

tudes toward the meaning of errors and mistakes must change.

People learn by making and correcting mistakes. We have known at
least since an influential paper by Estes (1955; see also Cuddy &

Jacoby, 1982) that it may be necessary to induce forgetting during

training to enhance learning. Training conditions that prevent cer-

tain mistakes from happening (and give trainees a false optimism

abouttheir level of comprehension and competence)can defer those
mistakes to a posttraining setting where they really matter. Thatis an

especially important consideration in certain job contexts, such as

police work, air-traffic control, and nuclear-plant operation, where

society cannot afford the kind of on-the-job learning such mistakes

mightentail. Stated moststrongly, when embarked on any substantial

learning enterprise we should probably find the absence, not the

presence, of errors, mistakes, and difficulties to be distressing — a

sign that we are not exposing ourselves to the kinds of conditions

that most facilitate our learning, and ourself-assessment of that

learning.

Should the Posttraining Environment be Simulated

during Training?

A broad implication of the foregoing analysesis that trainingis fre-

quently nonoptimal because it fails to incorporate the variability,

delays, uncertainties, and other challenges the learner can be ex-

pectedto face in a real-worldjob setting of some kind. It would seem,
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then, that optimizingtraining maybe a simple matter — in principle,

if not in practice — of simulating the posttraining environmentdur-
ing training. Such an assumptionis clearly one rationale for spending

massive amounts of money onhighfidelity simulatorsin the aircraft

industry and elsewhere.

At onelevel, it seems incontestable that the learner should expe-

rience conditions during training that are analogousoridentical to

those expected in the posttraining environment. Butto what degree

is it necessary to simulate the physical and social details of real-world

settings in order to achieve that end? A strong position on thatissue

is staked out by advocates of the “situated learning” approach (see,

e.g., Greeno, Smith, & Moore, 1993; Lave & Wenger, 1991). In that

theoretical framework,it is critical to situate the learner in the con-

text of application. The argumentis that learning processes cannot

be separated from contextual determinants of performance,partic-

ularly social aspects of context, and that learning by abstraction —

as in a classroom — is ineffectual. That extreme position is the topic

of considerable current debate amongsocial scientists and educators

(for an excellent review of the issues and relevant data, see Reder &

Klatzky, 1993).
Butis it really necessary to simulate the posttraining environment

to induce processing that will transfer to that environment? It is an

intriguing possibility that the conditions of learning should, in a

sense, go beyondsituated learning. Thatis, it may be optimal, from

both a memory and metamemory standpoint, to introducedifficul-

ties of certain types that are not anticipated in the real-world envi-
ronment. Introducing morevariability than one expects to be present

in the real world, for example, or reducing the anticipated frequency

of augmented feedback, may result in a more elaborated and inter-

nalized representation of knowledge andskills.
Such a possibility is suggested by the results of certain of the ex-

periments on induced variability of practice cited earlier. Shea and

Morgan (1979), for example, found that a random schedule ofprac-

tice on several different motor-movementpatterns — as opposed to

blocked practice on those patterns — not only produced muchsu-

perior transfer to a posttraining test carried out under random con-

ditions, but also produced better transfer to a post-training test  
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carried out under blocked conditions. That Shea and Morgan’s re-

sults — which were obtained usingrelatively simple motortasks in a

laboratory environment— may well generalize to real-world settings

is suggested by the results ofa recent experimentby Hall et al. (1992).

With the cooperation of the coaches of the varsity baseball team at
the California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo, they arranged

for extra batting practice to be given undereither blocked or random

conditions. Twice a week for 6 weeks, two matched subsets ofplayers

were thrown 45 pitches—15 fast balls, 15 curve balls, and 15 change-

ups — underblocked or random conditions. Players in the blocked
condition got those pitches blocked by type, whereas successive

pitches in the random condition were determined by a random

schedule. At the end of those 6 weeks, two transfer tests were admin-

istered, the first under random conditions and the second under

blocked conditions. As in Shea and Morgan’s experiment, random

practice produced better transfer to blocked as well as random con-

ditions than did blocked practice.

Using 8-year-old and 12-year-old children as subjects, Kerr and

Booth (1978) obtained analogousresults with a somewhat different

paradigm. The task involved throwing miniature beanbags under-

handed at a 4 inch by4 inch target on thefloor. In the case of the

8-year-old children, one group was given trainingat a fixed distance

(3 ft), while another group was given the same numberoftraining

trials, half at 2 ft and half at 4 ft (but mixed across trials). On a

posttraining transfer test carried out at a 3 ft distance, the group that

practiced at 2 and 4 ft, but neverat 3 ft, performed better than did

the group that practiced at the criterion distance! With the same

procedure, but with the distance increased by a foot, the outcome

was the same for 12-year-old subjects.
Results of the foregoing type suggests that certain benefits that

accrue from contendingwith variation and unpredictability may out-
weigh the benefits of having an exact match of the training and

posttraining task environments. Another important consideration

may argue against constraining the training environmentto be the

same as the anticipated posttraining environment: It may not be

optimalto “contextualize” the learning process, even within the con-

text that is the target of training. The problem is twofold. On the
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one hand,fixing environmental and task conditions duringtraining,

whether those conditions correspondto the posttraining target con-

text or not, may reduce the frequency of the types of desirable pro-

cessing inducedbyvariation. On the other hand,the environmental,

social, and task characteristics of any given job environment are not

all that predictable. Equipment, physical settings, procedures, and

co-workers usually differ across locations, or change with time. And

emergencies and other unusual events are, almostby definition, hard

to predict. It is in such special circumstancesthat the risk of having

contextualized training may be greatest. Ifwe want people to respond

optimally to unanticipated novel conditions, such as emergencies

and/or unique conditions of some other type, the evidence sum-

marized in this chapter suggests that we do notwantto have trained

those people underfixed conditions.
Suchissues are obviously crucial in.the complex business of optim-

izing the design of simulators. Comparisonsofhigh-fidelity (and high

cost) simulators to simpler (and lower cost) simulators have often

failed to demonstrate that highfidelity facilitates learning.It has been

argued that high fidelity can even be detrimental early in learning

by providing cues and complexities that are confusing in the early

stages of learning (Andrews, 1988). Consistent with the themeofthis

chapter, it could also be argued that there are some benefits of not

providing every bell and whistle present in the real-world apparatus.

Simulators that require the learnerto substitute imagery for external

cues as a means of keeping track of the state of the system, for
example, mightfacilitate higher levels of learning.

To argue that high fidelity is never necessary in a simulator is

clearly unwarranted theoretically and empirically. Research with air-

craft simulators has demonstrated that high fidelity can be very im-

portant for certain aspects of performance. But overall, as Patrick

(1992) has argued, the most important determineroftransferis likely

to be psychologicalfidelity, not engineering fidelity. An extension of

that argument may be the best single answer to the question raised

at thestart of this section. It is not the nominal overlap ofthe training

and real-world environments that really matters, but, rather, the

functional overlap. Our goal should beto best exercise during train-
ing the types of processing that performing at a high level in the

posttraining environmentwill demand.
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Concluding Comments

Oneimplication of the considerations summarized in this chapteris
thatintuition andstandard practice are poorguidesto training. The
body of research on human cognitive processes, though far from
fully developed, has grown to the point whereit provides a far better
guide. A second implicationis that, as a guide to training, research
on the learner’s metacognitive processesis as important, and insep-
arable from, research onthe objective consequencesoftraining.
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